AGENDA ITEMS:

I. Approval of Minutes from August 13, 2021 Meeting

II. MAC Competency Requests
   - ATY 205 The World of the Neandertals
     MAC request: Global Engagement and Intercultural Learning through the Humanities and Fine Arts OR through the Social and Behavioral Sciences
   - PHI 262 Ethical Issues in Entrepreneurship
     MAC request: Critical Thinking and Inquiry in the Humanities and Fine Arts
   - ENT 206 Start Something Globally Sustainable!
     MAC request: Global Engagement and Intercultural Learning through the Humanities and Fine Arts OR through the Social and Behavioral Sciences
III. MAC Petitions (Student and Advisor petition options) – Dana Saunders

- KF/5383 Transfer request: MAC Competency Global Engagement
- KF/5641 Transfer request: MAC Competency Health & Wellness
- GV/5430 Transfer request: MAC Competency Health & Wellness
- AW/5564 Transfer request: MAC Competency Diversity & Equity
- LO/5680 Transfer request: MAC Competency Global Engagement
- LO/5683 Transfer request: MAC Competency Diversity & Equity

IV. MAC Prerequisite Discussion

V. MAC Launch Event & MAC Mondays
   Kick off - Wednesday, September 1, 2021

VI. Announcements/Other Items